Zero Waste Index proposed for improving city
waste management
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A new tool to improve the measurement of waste management performance has
been presented by a recent study. The researchers applied it to three high
consuming cities aspiring to ‘zero waste’, finding San Francisco to be closer to
achieving zero waste than Stockholm and Adelaide, due to its emphasis on
reusing solid waste.
Cities cover 2% of the world’s surface, but generate 70% of the world’s waste. With
increasing urban populations and consumption in developing nations, levels of urban waste
can be expected to continue growing. However, the zero waste concept calls for there to
be ‘no such thing as waste’. In this study, the concept is discussed and a method for
assessing cities’ zero waste performance is presented.
The researchers disagree with the commonly-held belief that zero end-disposal through
landfill is the same thing as zero waste, and argue that this definition does not place
enough emphasis on how waste can be reused as a material resource (as opposed to being
incinerated, for instance). Furthermore, they do not believe that it accounts for ‘upstream’
aspects of the waste hierarchy, such as minimising the need for materials through
behaviour change and efficient design of products and services.
Instead, they take a
broader look at city resources, believing that the zero waste concept should go beyond zero
landfill and aim for ‘zero depletion of natural resources’.
The Zero Waste Index they propose quantifies solid waste flows and measures the extent
to which materials may be reused as substitutes for virgin materials. In addition to the
overall percentage of material recovery and substitution, the approach calculates other
‘savings’ made, including energy saved, greenhouse gases avoided, and water savings
(regarding the water use within material supply chains).
The researchers first calculated the generation of domestic waste materials, specifically
paper, glass, metal, plastic, organic and mixed solid municipal waste for Adelaide
(Australia), San Francisco (USA) and Stockholm (Sweden), which are all working to be the
world’s first zero waste city. Results show that total municipal waste produced per capita
was highest in Adelaide (681kg), then San Francisco (609kg), with Stockholm producing
the least (480kg).
However, when the Zero Waste Index was used to measure these three cities’ waste
management performance, San Francisco performed best, scoring 0.51, meaning that
around half of its municipal waste materials were recovered and therefore had potential to
replace the demand for virgin materials. Stockholm, however, scored just 0.17. Although
it produces less waste per capita, its high use of incineration means that it loses large
amounts of raw materials. San Francisco also achieved far greater energy and greenhouse
gas savings, as well as greater water savings, than the other cities.
Such findings highlight potentially large differences in cities’ approaches towards ‘zero
waste’ and the varying outcomes those approaches may have on sustainability issues, such
as natural resource use and climate change. Although the Zero Waste Index is a relatively
simple tool for city waste managers to use, the study illustrates its potential to increase the
sophistication of our understanding and monitoring of ‘city metabolisms’ in pursuit of zero
waste cities. Further research could increase the Index’s application to include nondomestic waste streams.

